We propose a Bayesian hierarchical model for the calculation of incidence counts from mortality data by a convolution equation that expresses mortality through its relationship with incidence and the survival probability density. The basic idea is to use mortality data together with an estimate of the survival distribution from cancer incidence to cancer mortality to reconstruct the numbers of individuals who constitute previously incident cases that give rise to the observed pattern of cancer mortality. This model is novel because it takes into account the uncertainty from the survival distribution; thus, a Bayesian-mixture cure model for survival is introduced. 
Introduction
Measuring the burden of disease is one of the main concerns of public health. Related measures are necessary to describe the general state of population's health, to establish public health goals and to compare the national health status and performance of health systems across countries. Furthermore, such studies are needed to assess the allocation of health care and health research resources across disease categories and to evaluate the potential costs and benefits of public health interventions [1] .
Cancer is a major concern worldwide, as it decreases the quality of life and leads to premature mortality. Indeed, the study and estimation of the cancer epidemic as a whole, with respect to its dimension, trends and projections, is essential. Incidence, prevalence, survival and mortality are the most important indicators in measuring the burden of cancer. These indicators refers to four different aspects of the same morbidity process, and simultaneous monitoring of the four indicators is required to understand and fully describe different aspects of the disease. However, complete information on all of these variables is seldom available. While mortality data are available from official statistics, incidence and prevalence rates, in general, can only be obtained from disease registries. Such data are usually rarely available at the national or regional levels. In particular, mortality data have been available in Italy since 1970, while incidence and survival data have recently become available from local population-based cancer registries covering approximately 34% of the Italian population [2] .
The idea for this paper arose from the necessity of estimating cancer incidence rates. Mortality alone is not able to provide detailed estimates of the cancer burden; for cancers with good prognosis, it is simply not suitable to study the associations between risk factor changes and cancer occurrence. Improvements in cancer patients' survival as well as the possibility of cures for some forms of cancer has led the incidence They fit an APC model to an explanatory data set and extrapolated the period and cohort effects using an autoregressive prior structure.
We propose a hierarchical Bayesian back-calculation model to estimate the cancer incidence from cancer mortality. Following the Bayesian cure model proposed by Yu et al. [20] without county-specific random effects, we estimate the survival function for use in the back-calculation. Furthermore, we follow the Bayesian APC model proposed by Bray [23] , to project the mortality counts into the future. The three main components of our proposal, convolution equation, mixture cure survival model and APC projection, can be synthetically represented within a directed acyclic graph model. The estimation of present and future incidence rates can be obtained through Gibbs sampling. The remarkable advantage of the proposed model is its capacity to take into account the uncertainty within the estimates of survival and on mortality projection parameters in a model that is applicable to different diseases. Providing credible bounds for the final estimations and projections of incidence trends has a great impact on public health allocation strategies. Such an advantage is achieved at the cost of a higher model complexity. However, recent developments in Bayesian computation have made models of such complexity tractable justifying our approach.
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, our proposed Bayesian hierarchical model is shown and developed after an illustration of the most important methods proposed in the literature. In Section 3, we show the data set that is available and present our analysis. After a description of the computational aspects in Section 4, Section 5 demonstrates the application of the hierarchical model and the analysis of the data and allows for the verification of the proposed methodology and validates our results through a comparison with the observed data. A sensitivity analysis is presented in Section 6. Final conclusions and remarks are discussed in Section 7.
Methods
The model we propose is based on a back-calculation method using a Bayesian approach. The backcalculation method allows for the calculation of incident counts from mortality counts, through the use of a convolution equation:
where M t is the number of deaths in year t, I t−i is the number of incident cases in year (t−i) and p t−i,i is the probability of having the failure event after exactly i years from the disease, given that the illness was in year (t−i). It is assumed that there is a fixed period, of length s (in our application, 12 years), that is needed for the cancer deaths to be attributed to a specific incidence. The basic idea is to use cancer mortality data, together with an estimate of the survival distribution from cancer incidence to cancer mortality, to reconstruct the number of individuals who must have been the previous cases to give rise to the observed pattern of cancer mortality. Equation (1) becomes more complicated when age is considered, are now relative to people aged age. Equation (2) introduces a large number of parameters that are difficult to handle; moreover, unreliability in the data can be encountered. Equation (1) should be rewritten to consider age classes (in our application, than l a−2 . When the equation refers to mortality counts in the last age class, the upper limit of the first summation changes to s . The previous equation can be extended in the case where s greater than l a +l a+1 . The basic idea behind the proposed approach is to combine three types of information in a two-stage hierarchical model. At the first stage, we assume that the number of deaths per year occurs in a Poisson distribution. We also assume a simple linear relationship between the expected mortality counts and survival rates. At the second stage, we assume an autoregressive model that acts to smooth the incidence curve and a Bayesian mixture cure model for the probability of having a fatal event after diagnosis, as shown in next subsection. The autoregressive model on the incidence counts yields estimates of a smoothed age-specific incidence curve, where the degree of smoothing is modelled through our choice of the prior distribution, without strong parametric assumptions. The previous proposed back-calculation model [11] considers the quantities p a t−i,i as fixed quantities (the probability that a patient belonging to age class a has a failure event after exactly i years from the disease, given that the illness was in year (t − i)). This assumption, according to our conclusions, was the main drawback in the previous approach; the next paragraph shows our alternative proposal for the second level of our hierarchical Bayesian model.
Survival cure model
This subsection illustrates the Bayesian mixture cure model for the relative survival distribution, as specified in the second level of the hierarchical Bayesian model. Our model starts from the proposal of Yu et al. [20] . We assume access to a population-based survival data set. The advantage of population-based survival analysis is that the results of such studies are representative of the entire population, a perspective that is vital for cancer-controlling activities. It seems reasonable to assume the homogeneity of the survival data inside a homogeneous geographical area under an administrative point of view. In this case, we suppose that the health care facilities are not markedly dissimilar between the two areas.
However, in population-based cancer studies, the recorded cause of death may be not reliable because it has either been incorrectly identified or was obtained from death certificates, which are often inaccurately recorded [24] . A good way to overcome the difficulties encountered from a misspecified cause of death is to use the relative survival as a measure of survival. Relative survival is the ratio of observed (all-cause) survival to the expected survival from a comparable group in the general population. This ratio provides a measure of the excess mortality experienced by patients diagnosed with the disease of interest, regardless of whether the excess mortality is directly or indirectly attributable to the disease. The expected survival can be easily obtained from National Life Tables and is usually calculated after matching for age, gender and year of diagnosis.
Furthermore, because of improvements in cancer treatments and the dissemination of early diagnosis techniques for different types of cancer, a proportion of patients may be cured and never experience the event of interest. The cure fraction is defined as the proportion of patients who are cured of disease and become long-term survivors. Accounting for a cured fraction may improve the fit of survival data, and it may provide better predictions of long-term survival rates. The model we propose belongs to the group of survival analysis models known as cure models.
Following Yu et al. [20] , we suppose that survival for the uncured patients can be modelled by a finite mixture of log-normal, log-logistic and Weibull distributions. The survival function of a mixture cure model is specified as
S U (l|x) is the survival function for the uncured individuals (latent distribution), c(x) is the cure fraction and x is the vector of covariates (in our application, age and period). The latent distribution S U (l|x) is assumed to be a mixture of the three parametric distributions:
S LL (l|x) = 
Yu et al. [20] assume that the parameters LN , LL and WB are all equal, although we prefer to assume different parameters for the three components of the mixture distribution for the uncured component; we assume the three parameters depend on the age and period. Consider that the quantities d a t (l) and n a t (l) refer to patients diagnosed with a cancer of interest; that is, d a t (l) is the number of cancer patients dying from any cause l years after the diagnosis. These patients are alive in the period t and belonging to age class a. n a t (l) is the number of people alive in the year t + l − 1 (among patients diagnosed with the cancer on interest), for age class a; E a t (l) is the expected probability of surviving the interval t + l for those in the general population belonging to age class a who were alive at period t. The last quantities, E a t (l), are easily accessible from the Life Tables of the general population. The Bayesian mixture cure model proposed by Yu et al. [20] can be written as follows:
The following prior distributions are assumed:
LL, and WB
Jointly with Equations (5)- (7) and recalling Equation (3), the full Bayesian hierarchical model can be written as follows: 
All the distributions for the hyperparameters are here omitted to simplify notations. Equation (14) can be substituted with the first order autoregressive, as it will be shown in Section 6.
Equation (11) represents the first level of the hierarchical model while the second level is expressed both in (14) and (17) . Let us stress, which will be better clarified in Section 3, that Equations (11) and (17) refer to different studies and data sets. M a t is obtained through the Regional Mortality Registry, while d a t is derived from a Local Cancer Registry (not necessarily in the same area, as will be clarified in Section 7). Furthermore, let us note that in Equation (17), d a t refers to deaths from any cause among people affected by the disease of interest, while in Equation (11), M a t refers to deaths from the cause of interest. Equation (18) represents a connection between the two studies, linking deaths from any cause to cause-specific survival S a t .
Age-period-cohort model for mortality
To project the cancer incidence, we first need to project the mortality counts. Following the model proposed by Bray [23] , we specified a Bayesian APC model to project the future mortality counts. An APC model for M a t number of deaths at period t and age a is defined as follows:
log
As is well known and as is easily found in [23] , a cohort is linked to a period and age by the relation Cohort = n a + t − a, where n a is the number of age classes. We specify a Gaussian autoregressive prior model in the forward direction to smooth the effects on each timescale and to extrapolate the period and cohort effects. According to this model, each point (except for the first two points on each scale) is predicted by linear extrapolation from its two immediate predecessors in addition to a random error from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution in each of the three effects. In the autoregressive model, the first two parameters of age, period and cohort effects are given as noninformative priors (including a term for the hyperparameter to provide the correct likelihood). Supposing that projections are required for future periods, the prior distributions for the model parameters can be defined as follows.
where A is number of age classes, P is the number of periods and C is the number of cohorts. A prior distribution on precision parameter in the Gaussian distribution reflects prior beliefs concerning the smoothness of the parameters. We used noninformative hyperprior distributions so that the hyperparameters would be estimated solely from the data. Fitted and projected rates are then obtained through a recombination of the smoothed age, period and cohort effects, according to rate a t = exp
The projected number of deaths are obtained from the knowledge of the population. Then, a backcalculation model can be used. To project the number of cancer cases, we run the APC component and then apply the back-calculation model at each iteration.
Data
All input data used in this study refer to the area of Florence and Prato districts, the two Italian provinces covered by the Tuscany Cancer Registry ( Survival data for the same age-classes considered for cancer mortality in the TCR area were derived from patients diagnosed from 1987 to 2005 who were followed up until 31 December 2008. The TCR database provides the incident date for each patient, date and cause of death during the follow-up period or the number of patients alive at the end of follow-up. The survival data refer to all people who resided in the TCR area at the moment of incidence. TCR periodically updated the follow-up of the registered cases and checked patients' vital status to calculate their survival. Follow-up status was recorded using death certificates plus updating the last known date that the individual was known to be alive according to the civil registry.
Age-specific incident cancer cases in the TCR area observed from 1987 to 2005 were used to validate the incidence estimates. TCR periodically checks the quality and reliability of the incidence and survival data, according to the rules specified by the International Agency for Research on Cancer-IARC, Lion, France, which is followed up by the Italian Network of Cancer Registries-AIRTUM, Italy, with which the TCR is associated [25] . RMR checks the quality of the mortality data by comparing them with those published after years of delay by the National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT). These results are reported regularly in yearly reports [26] .
Computational aspects
In Section 2, the three components of the specified model were illustrated, including the back-calculation equation, the survival distribution and the projections. The proposed model belongs to a class known as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) as illustrated in Figure 4 and is as follows: rectangular nodes denote known constants; elliptical nodes represent either deterministic relationships (i.e. functions) or stochastic quantities, that is, quantities that require a distributional assumption; and stochastic dependence and functional dependence are denoted by single-edged arrows and double-edged arrows, respectively. Repetitive structures, such as loops, are represented by plates, which may be nested if the model is hierarchical [27] . DAGs can be used to pictorially describe a wide class of statistical models by describing the local relationships between quantities. DAGs communicate the essential structure of the model without requiring a large set of equations. The elegant underlying mathematical theory behind DAGs allows us to break down the analysis of these large and complex structures into a sequence of relatively simple computations. The proposed method can be implemented in the freely available software WinBUGS or OpenBUGS [27] . We implemented the algorithm using an interface of the CRAN R-packages [28] . We rewrote the hierarchical model in Just Another Gibbs Sampler (JAGS), a programme for Bayesian graphical modelling developed by Plummer in 2003 [29] . JAGS is written in C++, allowing for an object-oriented style that is extremely useful in this context. JAGS was originally created to be more similar to Classic Bugs while including improvements, and it has the advantages of running on all platforms and of interfacing with R. This programme is based on adaptive rejection Metropolis sampling [30] and is able to address nonlog-concave full conditional distributions. Adaptive rejection Metropolis samplers generalise adaptive rejection sampling to include a Hastings-Metropolis algorithm step to address nonlog-concave full conditional distributions.
After a sufficient number of burn-in iterations, the remaining samples from the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations are used to obtain any function of the parameters of interest. To see how stable the final estimates are, multiple MCMC runs are conducted with different initial values and starting points. The convergence of the MCMC samples of the parameters after excluding the initial burn-in samples are monitored using the R package CODA [31] .
To obtain the incidence estimates limited to the observed period of cancer mortality (up to 2005), we used the proposed model without the APC component because of the availability of the observed mortality data. Posterior estimations are obtained by running 60 000 iterations. The first 30 000 iterations were discarded as burn-in, and the results were obtained based on the remaining 30 000 iterations. To obtain incidence projections, mortality projections are needed. Therefore, we used the complete model, which includes the APC component, to project mortality. To take into account the uncertainty derived from mortality projections, we ran all of the components of the model together (APC component, survival component and back-calculation component). This application extended the necessary running time. The first 30 000 iterations were discarded as burn-in. The remaining 30 000 iterations were stored and used to obtain the posterior inferences.
Results
The Bayesian hierarchical model was fit using data stratified by six age-classes (15-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74, 75-84 and 85-94 years). 
Survival curves
As a first step, we provide a mixture model estimation and analysis of stomach relative survival in women for the period from 1987 to 2005. Because of the necessity of 12 years of follow-up, survival parameters have been used to forecast the survival function in those cases for which a shorter period of observation was available (i.e. incident cases in the years from 2001 to 2005 for which a maximum of 8 years of follow-up were observable).
The observed and expected relative survival trends by follow-up periods for each age class confirm a good fit for the Bayesian cure model. Table I shows the observed and estimated 5-year relative survival with 95% credible intervals. The results show substantially stable relative survival in the first three age classes and an evident decrease in the older ones. All observed values belong to credible intervals, with the exception of two values in the first age class, probably because of the sparseness of the data. Table II shows the temporal trends of a proportion of cured patients. According to each calendar year, the proportion of cured people increased in all age classes, except for the oldest class, which showed substantially stable results. The proportion of cured people appears to be similar in the youngest three age classes and decreases dramatically in the older ones. This age trend is consistent in all four of the calendar periods that were considered. 
Incidence
In Table III , the observed and estimated numbers of new cancer cases are reported with 95% credibility intervals. The data are presented as the means over 5-year period for each age class (apart from the first period from 1987 to 1990). The estimated incidence cases were in good agreement with the observed data. The 95% credible intervals contained the observed data in all age classes and calendar years analysed. Figure 1 reports the observed and estimated number of incident cases for each year by age class, and 95% credible intervals are reported. The fit seems to be quite good for all age classes. Although the y scale is specific for each age class to allow for a good presentation of the age-specific results, it is easy to note that, proportionally, the credible intervals were larger for the younger ages. Wider credible intervals in the younger age classes may be due to the small number of cases and may adequately indicate the real uncertainty of the data, as confirmed by the variability of the observed cases. All age classes showed a decreasing trend.
Forecast and validation
To forecast cancer incidence beyond the years of the observed mortality and survival, we used the APC and cure model, respectively. The fit of the two models was quite good. To validate the mortality projections, we applied the APC model to a restricted data set of observed data (until 2000) . To validate the incidence projections, we followed a similar procedure as that for mortality in which we restricted the input data (mortality and survival) to the period from 1987 to 2000. Figure 3 shows the estimated and projected trends, together with the observed incidence, for each age class. Credible intervals tended to increase when projecting because of the capacity of the model to take into account of the uncertainty of all the components of the hierarchical model.
Convergence
Convergence of the estimates has been checked by the test of convergence diagnostics proposed by Geweke [32] and implemented in the software CODA [31] .
The z-score for the test of the equality of the means results in no statistical significance for more than 95% of the tested parameters in the back-calculation model and for more than 92% of the tested parameters (about double parameters) in the back-calculation joint with APC model.
Sensitivity analysis
To measure the robustness of the results regarding the selection of prior distributions, a sensitivity analysis with regard to the choice of prior distributions was carried out. Sensitivity to assumptions needs to be investigated, both on the specification of the prior distribution and on the specification of hyperparameters.
The Poisson distribution is the most adequate distribution to describe incidence counts, especially when a small number of cases are observed, as occurred in our application of the first age class. Because the incidence counts were within a convolution equation dependent upon mortality counts and because the disease was described by a Poisson distribution for mortality counts in the first level of the hierarchical model, we chose to give priority to the autoregressive structure on the second hierarchical level, easily described by a Gaussian distribution. We evaluated the autoregressive structure for this incidence by centering the Gaussian distribution of the incidence on the previous year alone, instead of on the two immediate predecessors. This choice did not significantly change the final estimates; for all age classes except the first, the posterior estimates differed in few cases. In the first class, the estimated trend was less smoothed, and the five observed values were outside of the credible intervals.
Once the prior distribution in (14) was selected, both the shape and inverse scale parameters of the Gamma distribution were considered to vary over the range [0.001; 0.1]; the posterior estimates changed by less than one unit in all age classes. The precision of the Gaussian distribution in the autoregressive structure did not influence the final estimates, and the posterior estimates for precision remain fairly stable.
In past studies, sensitivity analysis has revealed that the final estimates are sensitive to the choice of survival distribution [5, 6, 11] ; this constituted the primary drawback to the back-calculation models previously proposed. A possible solution to this flaw is the assumption of a more complex and flexible model. Several distributions that are more frequently used for survival data were investigated, and the choice of a Bayesian mixture cure model became the best choice in terms of comparing observed and estimated values, both for survival and incidence estimates. By assuming a survival model with three components, we are able to allow the data to suggest the best structure so that the model may be applied to other cancer sites, reducing the risk of misspecification. The final model results in a type of model averaging that is able to account for a source of uncertainty that an analysis based on model selection would ignore. Different values for precision in the Gaussian hyperprior distribution in Equations (12)- (14) have been tested, including 10, 100 and 1000; both the shape and inverse scale parameters in the Gamma hyperprior distribution were considered to vary over the range [0.001; 0.01]. The final estimates were not sensitive to changes in the hyperparameters. Regarding APC model, final estimates resulted quite stable when we consider small changes for values for the mean of the normal distributions for the first two parameters for age, period and cohort and for the shape and inverse scale parameters of the Gamma distributions.
The complexity of the proposed model requires substantial computational effort. A possible solution could be fitting the model by running the survival model and the APC separately. The model structure would not change because the two components do not share information as they are based on different studies. As a third step, back-calculation model could be applied by using survival distribution and mortality counts obtained in the first two steps. We consider the possibility of defining our problem an advantage based upon a unique DAG model, as illustrated in Figure 4 , because our model allows for the correct quantification of these uncertainties. Moreover, the advantage of DAG models is their possibility of reducing complexity.
Discussion
The aim of this paper is to show how the relationships between incidence, survival and mortality can be used to estimate the incidence cases in areas for which they were not recorded. Moreover, incidence can be forecasted when mortality has not yet been observed. Sometimes, the incidence and survival data are obtained from a register in a selected population (generally defined according to the area of residence). If the population covered by the register is representative of the general population for available health care facilities (both diagnostic and therapeutic), then the observed survival data may be reasonably extended to the latter. Such an extension is not generally valid for incidence, which is strongly affected by the geographical variability of risk factors related to both environment and lifestyle. The survival data can be used jointly with the observed mortality rates to yield incidence estimates in the population as a whole.
One possible application of our model is to estimate cancer incidence in areas not covered by cancer registration, such as the case of the Tuscany Region. As cancer survival data are not yet available in the Tuscany Region, the Florence-Prato Cancer Register can be chosen as an alternative source of data, and corresponding survival probabilities can be assumed for cancers occurring in the Tuscany Region. The survival data from the Florence-Prato district can be used jointly with mortality counts from the Tuscany Region to yield regional incidence estimates.
Applying our model to women with stomach cancer, the ability to correctly reconstruct the age-specific incidence trend starting from mortality and survival data is demonstrated. Moreover, methods for taking into account all of the uncertainties in the modelled input data are discussed. It is of fundamental importance to consider the uncertainty around the point estimates when they are used for planning public health interventions. This becomes particularly important when projections are concerned, because of the fast rate of enlarging of the credible intervals.
The reliability of the estimates obtained by applying the proposed model is strictly dependent on the quality of the data. Ascertaining the quality and completeness of the data with regard to possible sources of error and distortion should be a preliminary step in using the method proposed. TCR periodically checks the quality and reliability of the survival and incidence data, according to international rules [25] . Use of an excessively optimistic survival curve would lead to an overestimation of the incidence rates. In the comparison of estimated and observed cancer cases, any possible under-reporting of new cases must also be taken into account. Incompleteness of the registration of incidence would lead to a corresponding underestimation of the incidence. The completeness of registration can be evaluated by the means of the percentage of cases detected through the death certificate (death registration only cases, DCO). The lower this value, the better the quality of register incidence data. In our case, the percentage of the DCO for the stomach cancer site in women is approximately 2%, similar to that of the nationally reported data [2] . As far as mortality data are concerned, RMR checks the quality of the mortality data through comparison with data published by ISTAT after several years of delay.
The novelty of the proposed model is its ability to take into account the uncertainty of the survival estimates that are required for the computation of incidence estimates in areas not covered by the cancer registry and of the survival and mortality projections required for the forecasting of incidence. The 95% credible intervals are presented in order to quantify this variability. The quantification of the variability is needed mostly if the number of future new cancer cases are used by the policy maker in planning health system interventions.
In traditional back-calculation methods, such as the MIAMOD model [5, 6] , the uncertainty within the incidence estimates is usually not presented. This may be due to the inability of such models to take into account all of the uncertainty from the modelled input data (mortality and survival). The bootstrap method has been proposed to provide confidence intervals for back-calculation estimates [33] . The lack of information about uncertainty becomes crucial when projections are concerned and when estimates are based on a low number of deaths.
Like many Bayesian models, our proposal appears to be very heavily parameterized; more parsimonious models have been investigated. The proposed method provides better posterior estimations with respect to the restricted model as in Mezzetti and Robertson [11] . Moreover, a critical point in back-calculation methods is given by the survival function. The survival distribution has to be properly modelled to smooth and project the observed data; restricted models fail to consider the relative uncertainty. The proposed method for survival was developed specifically for relative survival. The relative survival is the preferred measure of cancer survival when we analyse population-based data when the cause of death is not completely reliable. We chose to model the survival function by using a Bayesiancured survival model [20] . Our proposed model is a three-component mixture of the three most commonly used distributions in survival analysis: log-normal, log-logistic and Weibull. The mixture of different components is used to increase the flexibility of accommodating distributions with different shapes and tails. The idea behind the proposed mixture cure models is to start with a complex model and to allow the data to suggest the weight of different distributions and the determination of an optimal combination of components. The mixture cure model can also be thought of as a special case of model averaging. When faced with several candidate models, the analyst can either choose one model or average several models, as the posterior estimates suggest. For example, other applications of this concept we performed (such as colorectal cancer) demonstrated a greater weight for the log-normal and log-logistic distributions, with a low weight for the Weibull distribution. Because of the aging of the population, it is interesting to consider careful estimates for older ages. We found that by using an open upper age class (85+), the incidence estimates were severely underestimated. This is most likely due to the progressive and dramatic decrease of the relative survival at late ages in life. We propose to solve this problem by capping the upper age class at 94. We did not model further age classes because of sparse data.
To project cancer incidence into the future, we previously need to project mortality counts from which the back-calculation model starts. We applied the Bayesian APC model proposed by Bray et al. [23] with autoregressive smoothing to make mortality projections. The proposed Bayesian approach attributes separate effects to age, period and cohort, and extrapolates these effects to make projections. Hakulinen and Dyba [34] argued against the use of APC models for making projections on the grounds that the considerable increase in the number of parameters over simpler linear models results in large standard errors and decreased precision. However, as Berzuini and Clayton [35] noted, 'the a priori belief in smoothness that is inherent in the Bayesian approach leads to more precise estimates of rates than the corresponding maximum likelihood estimates'. In the Bayesian version of this method, the most appropriate degree of smoothing can be determined from the data. The Bayesian model is also more flexible than the linear power models [34, 36] because it copes with both increasing and decreasing trends. It is important to note that the model hinges on the assumption that past trends will continue into the future. This may be a strong assumption when long-term projections are computed. In our case, we projected into the future for a limited number of years, obtaining short-term cancer projections. In this case, this assumption seems to be reasonable.
The model we proposed gave good results, with the estimates being very close to the observed data contained in the 95% credible intervals for all age groups, considering 5-year periods, which are usually reported in several studies. We compared our estimates with those obtained by the traditional backcalculation methods (MIAMOD), which are available online (www.tumori.net). The comparison is not the most formal one, because the MIAMOD estimates were not produced using the same input data but were retrieved on the web. We applied the estimated MIAMOD incident rates to our population in order to obtain the number of incident cases for comparison. The comparison showed that the MIAMOD estimates seem to be more smoothed during the observed period with a slight underestimation, because of the parabolic shape of the observed data in those years. The projected number of cases showed very similar results between the two methods.
We believe the method proposed will have a wide application in all geographical areas, even where the incidence is collected only for few areas and for a particular disease. Moreover, in many countries, including Italy, the emerging necessity for the quantification of cancer costs and the consequent resource allocation demands a method that is able to estimate cancer incidence while correctly quantifying uncertainties.
